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The development of Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program in the 1980s contained serious implications for Indian civil-military relations in the 1990s. Towards the late 1980s, India’s brief but risky military encounters with Pakistan and the rapid development of its nuclear program dramatically shaped Indian approaches to the use of nuclear weapons in the 1990s. Not only was there a fundamental shift in Indian political attitudes towards the development of nuclear technology for strategic use, but more importantly, the Indian military began playing a critical role in the development of new strategic doctrines which could effectively deal with a Pakistani nuclear attack. The Indian military’s role in influencing the development of nuclear strategy is a critical part of the evolution in Indian civil-military approaches to nuclear policy. More importantly, the military’s attempts to assert its expertise in nuclear policy are of fundamental importance in addressing challenges to the division of labor between civilians and the military.

Indian Political Thought and Nuclear Strategy in the 1970s

To understand how the development of Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program may have affected Indian civil-military relations, it becomes important to revisit Indian approaches to nuclear strategy in the 1970s and 1980s. Interestingly, the Indian case reveals that despite the existence of external security threats in the 1970s, India’s political leadership found no compelling reason to develop nuclear weapons for strategic use. In fact,
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any kind of serious thinking about the strategic use of nuclear weapons was missing on the political side.

In the aftermath of the 1962 and 1965 wars, China and Pakistan became immediate threats to Indian security. In 1964, China conducted its first nuclear tests. China also established a two-pronged relationship with Pakistan and the United States—while it pursued a military relationship with Pakistan, it simultaneously engaged in diplomatic camaraderie with the United States. China acquiesced to Islamabad's request for arms and assisted in the development of Pakistan's domestic arms-production capabilities. It also provided Islamabad with several antiaircraft guns and approximately 700 T-59 and PT-76 tanks.1 With regard to US policy, Sino-American friendship became an important policy instrument for both Republicans and Democrats in Washington.2

For India, a US-China alliance contained possibilities for nuclear and technological collaboration between the two countries. American policy in the subcontinent from 1967 had also become increasingly sympathetic towards Pakistan. In the spring of 1967, the United States resumed the sale of military spare parts to Pakistan. In October 1970, reports indicated that Pakistan had received new American bombers and armored personnel carriers.3 America’s military relationship with Pakistan and Pakistan’s military relationship with China compounded India’s external threat environment. For Indian political leaders, China appeared to pose a much greater threat to India’s external security, given its nuclear capabilities and its close military relationship with Pakistan. In its annual report for 1967–68, the Indian Ministry of Defense emphatically stated, “The Chinese danger posed to be a long-term one while the danger from Pakistan centered on certain problems which did not give it such a long-term character.”4 The report also emphasized the “accelerated pace” at which China’s nuclear weapons program was developing and outlined fears about Pakistan’s receipt of military supplies from China and the United States.

To counter the threat posed by China and Pakistan, New Delhi began to increase its defense expenditures and turned towards the Soviet Union for military guarantees. The Indian Ministry of Defense’s 1964–65 annual report introduced a defense plan which would be implemented over a period of five years. It included strengthening India’s defense production base to meet the requirements of arms and ammunition and improving the fields of procurement, storage, and training.5 New Delhi also entered into a production agreement with the Soviets to make MiG-21s in India.6
From 1967 to 1971, India imported 150 Su-7 fighter-bombers, 450 T-54 and T-55 tanks, 150 PT-76 amphibious tanks, and six Petya-class frigates from the Soviet Union. The Soviet-India defense relationship was exactly the type of external security blanket that New Delhi was looking for in the face of external threats.

In 1971, India went a step ahead and signed the historic Soviet-India Friendship Treaty. This agreement secured diplomatic and military guarantees from the Soviet side and established a firm foundation for India’s continued diplomatic and military partnership with the Soviets. However, one of the glaring drawbacks in Indian defense policy during this time was that, except for securing military guarantees from the Soviet Union and increasing defense expenditure, India’s political leadership was not doing much more to improve military affairs. The development of serious military strategy and improvements in conventional war-fighting methods to deal with possible future threats from China and Pakistan were completely absent. By the early 1970s, India’s nuclear weapons program, which had begun in the 1950s under the aegis of a small group of scientists, was making sufficient progress. However, it would soon become apparent that India’s nuclear weapons program had very little connection to its defense policy.

What is particularly striking is that even though India had a well-entrenched nuclear weapons program in the early 1970s and civilians displayed an intention to develop nuclear weapons, the program was developing separately from Indian defense policy. Various political statements made to the public demonstrate that India’s political leadership was not thinking of nuclear weapons in strategic terms. For instance, on 2 August 1972 and again on 15 November 1973, the prime minister released a statement to the Indian Parliament that read: “The Department of Atomic Energy had been studying various situations under which peaceful underground nuclear explosions could prove to be of economic benefit; that progress in this new technology was constantly being reviewed from theoretical as well as experimental angles; and that underground tests for peaceful purposes would be undertaken.” Such public political statements clearly alluded to the nonstrategic use of nuclear technology. Yet, in a surprising move that shocked the international community, India went ahead and conducted its first nuclear tests in 1974.
It is necessary to underscore that these tests did not contain any serious ramifications for Indian civil-military relations. Rather than think about the military use of nuclear weapons, India’s political leadership maintained an ambiguous approach to nuclear policy. This was not uncommon, as political arguments favoring a nonmilitary use for nuclear technology had been made as early as the 1950s. India’s political leadership had frequently argued in favor of the development of nuclear technology and not nuclear weapons. In making such claims, they had made a conscious distinction between the use of nuclear technology and the use of nuclear weapons. For civilians, nuclear technology was “good,” as it was essential for India’s economic development. On the other hand, nuclear weapons were “bad,” as they had the potential to unleash enormous destruction. This, however, does not mean that civilians were unaware of the potential use of nuclear technology for strategic purposes. Stated simply, they were just not interested in developing it for strategic use.

In trying to explain why Indian political leaders gave such little importance to the strategic use of nuclear weapons in the 1960s and 1970s, Rajesh Basrur argues that throughout history, Indian strategic culture accorded limited value to nuclear deterrence as a basis for national security. Moreover, this strategic culture was “consistently incremental in its responses to external and internal pressures for substantial policy change.” When it came to nuclear weapons, the approach adopted by civilians was that of “nuclear minimalism.” For many Indian security experts, like K. Subrahmanyam, “nuclear weapons were not weapons of war; they were political weapons.” India’s political leadership perceived a very limited utility of nuclear weapons as a source of national security. Civilians also exhibited a political rather than technical understanding of nuclear weapons. On one hand, while they recognized that power was an important requisite for security, they also considered nuclear weapons morally reprehensible because of the risks associated with their use. Indian defense experts further suggest that New Delhi’s lack of strategic thinking on nuclear weapons was directly tied to its inexperience with total war. Unlike the United States, India had remained relatively isolated from the experience of the First and Second World Wars. Its inexperience with total wars kept most sections of Indian society insulated from questions of national security and strategy. Moreover, the “indifference and apathy induced by years of British rule” just helped sustain a lack of strategic thought. Former vice-chief of the Indian army, Vijay Oberoi, observed that the military was always viewed as “a
repressive instrument of British policy and India’s political leadership continued to think along such lines even after independence.” Therefore, one could claim that due to a very different set of historical experiences, the absence of Indian strategic thought on security issues may have been the single most important reason explaining why Indian political leaders were not thinking of nuclear weapons in strategic terms during the 1970s.

Political hesitancy in accepting the strategic value of nuclear weapons, of course, left Indian nuclear policy with no coherent shape or structure. In addition, the collusion of India’s political leaders and scientific establishment in the development of its nuclear weapons program with no strategic purpose in mind had the net effect of excluding the Indian military from nuclear policy making. Civilians had routinely shared the scientists’ optimism about nuclear weapons being the prime symbol of India’s technological prowess—a resource which could enhance its economic development by channeling its energy base. However, some sections of the Indian military thought otherwise. More specifically, the Indian armed forces appeared unconvinced about the scientists’ capability to develop nuclear weapons without military expertise. When the 1974 nuclear tests were conducted with the aid of the scientists, the military appeared rather alarmed that the scientists had been able to pull off this gargantuan feat with the help of India’s political leadership. But critics may ask: Why did the Indian military not make a stronger case for their inclusion in nuclear policy in the 1970s?

In examining the nature of Indian civil-military relations during this time, it may appear arbitrary or unfair to place all the blame on India’s political leadership for the military’s exclusion from nuclear policy. This is because, prior to the 1974 tests, there was no evidence that the armed forces had made a powerful case for the strategic use of nuclear weapons. In fact, throughout the 1960s and up until the early 1970s, the Indian military had remained quite ambivalent about the benefits accrued from nuclear weapons. Stephen Cohen pointed out the reasons for such ambivalence—from a military point of view, an Indian nuclear weapons program in the 1970s seemed institutionally disruptive, as the military had to deal “with questions regarding the control of nuclear weapons, the targets against which the weapons could be deployed and the effects of nuclear weapons on conventional war strategy.” As the Indian military had adhered to a nineteenth-century organizational structure for the longest time, its experience had been limited to relatively unsophisticated military
technologies, and it was completely unfamiliar with the use of nuclear technology. Hence, despite some realization about the inherent value of nuclear weapons for strategic purposes, the military’s deep unfamiliarity with such modern weapons precluded them from exerting unnecessary pressure on the civilians to develop nuclear capability.\textsuperscript{17} This situation, however, was soon going to change. In the 1980s, India’s external security considerations and a series of crises with Pakistan would prompt a major shift in military approaches to the development of nuclear strategy.

**Indian Military Thought and Nuclear Strategy in the 1980s and 1990s**

From the late 1970s, India observed a surge in Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program. Some South Asian scholars argue that Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program was developing simultaneously with an Indian nuclear program.\textsuperscript{18} As one Pakistani scholar noted, “India’s superiority in conventional weapons and its quest for political pre-eminence in the region appeared to be a plausible motivating force for Pakistani policy makers to pursue a bomb option.”\textsuperscript{19} Moreover, various Pakistani leaders, including Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, who served as Pakistan’s president from 1971 to 1973, displayed concerns about India’s nuclear weapons program back in the 1960s. Pakistan’s war with India in 1965, the liberation of Bangladesh in 1971, and the 1974 Indian nuclear tests aroused fears within Pakistani political circles about Indian intentions of developing a nuclear weapons program that, in the future, could be used to deter Pakistan from attacking India. The Bangladesh war also demonstrated India’s conventional arms superiority, which further compounded Pakistan’s insecurity.\textsuperscript{20} And so, India’s conventional superiority is often cited as an important reason for Pakistan’s move to build its own nuclear weapons program.

The development of Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program began around the same time India launched its nuclear program in the late 1950s. The Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission was established in 1955 to promote and develop nuclear energy for economic development.\textsuperscript{21} From the 1960s, as relations with India began to deteriorate, Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program underwent a simultaneous change. Discussing the reasons for a change in Islamabad’s nuclear weapons program, Samina Ahmed noted that the 1965 war with India marked an “important turning point” in Pakistan’s nuclear program because by the end of the war, the conventional
The possession of nuclear capabilities by Pakistan intensified Indian security concerns. By the mid-1980s, India was clearly convinced of a Pakistani nuclear program. Sumit Ganguly noted that “in the early 1980s, the clamor for the acquisition of nuclear weapons grew as US sources provided evidence of Pakistan’s quest for nuclear weapons and the Chinese supply of a nuclear weapons design to Pakistan.” In 1983 India began to process weapons-grade plutonium. Under the leadership of Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, the scientific-military establishment in India acquired a declared nuclear weapons capability. Several reports written during this time suggest that India had plutonium resources sufficient to build between 12 and 40 weapons. While debating whether to keep India’s nuclear weapons option open, Prime Minister Gandhi...
underscored a simultaneous shift towards military modernization. But few within India's political establishment realized how the development of Pakistan's nuclear program was going to affect Indian security in unexpected ways.

By the mid-1980s, Pakistan's nuclear weapons program was developing at an alarming pace. In 1984 Pakistan had acquired the capability for producing low-enriched uranium. Dr. A. Q. Khan held periodic interviews with the press in which he publicly talked about Pakistan's developing nuclear program. During one such interview in February 1984, Khan claimed that Pakistan had already acquired nuclear weapons capability. By the end of the 1980s, under Khan's leadership, the Pakistan Kahuta Laboratories acquired the means to produce highly enriched uranium. But more importantly, Pakistan had begun trading nuclear secrets with Iran, North Korea, and Libya. As Gaurav Kampani notes, beginning in the 1980s and during the 1990s, Khan and some of his top associates began “offering a one-stop shop for countries that wished to acquire nuclear technologies for a weapons program.” All these countries had obtained blueprints, technical design data, specifications, components, machinery, enrichment equipment, and notes on Khan's P-1 and next-generation P-2 centrifuges. In the 1990s, there were also frequent reports of visits by Iranian nuclear scientists to Karachi for technical briefings on Pakistan's nuclear designs.

Pakistan's clandestine nuclear operations did not go unnoticed. From the early 1990s, Washington began raising concerns about nuclear proliferation with Pakistan. In the mid-1990s UNSCOM inspectors in Iraq had uncovered documentary proof that A. Q. Khan had approached Saddam Hussein's regime to assist the Iraqi nuclear weapons program in the area of centrifuge-based uranium enrichment. Despite international concerns, on 7 February 1992, Pakistani foreign minister, Shahryar Khan, in an interview with the Washington Post, announced that the country had developed the capability to assemble one or more nuclear weapons. Shahryar Khan's public pronouncement made the international community increasingly worried about the effects of a Pakistani nuclear program on Indian nuclear policy. In 1988 the New York Times reported that India had embarked on an ambitious nuclear energy program that required the storage of tons of plutonium for potential use for nuclear weapons. The report further stated that from 1985 to 1987, India had produced large quantities of plutonium from domestically built sites. During the same year, a
task force report published by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace concluded that by mid-1987 India “may have accumulated a stockpile of 100 to 200 kilograms of plutonium which was sufficient to build 12–40 weapons.” And so, the biggest challenge for the international community in addressing nuclear proliferation concerns in South Asia was the growing evidence of nuclear weapons development for strategic use in both countries.

The development of Pakistan’s nuclear capability thus provides a background for the discussion of a series of brief military encounters that would occur between India and Pakistan in the 1980s. More importantly, the manner in which the Indian military responded to these crises is vital in understanding the sudden importance of nuclear strategy for Indian civil-military relations.

By the early 1980s there were several indications that India’s political and military leadership had begun to consider the strategic use of nuclear weapons. George Perkovich claims that when Prime Minister Indira Gandhi came to power in 1980, she hoped to keep India’s nuclear weapons option open. In 1981 Gandhi had raised concerns about Pakistan’s ability to develop the nuclear bomb. She argued that the possession of nuclear weapons capability by Pakistan had compelled New Delhi to weigh its nuclear weapons option more seriously. In other words, Pakistan’s nuclear capability was directly pushing India’s decision to declare its own nuclear capability. Moreover, various American intelligence reports published in 1982 suggested that Indian military planners were urging Prime Minister Gandhi to draw up a plan to destroy Islamabad’s facilities. For example, following the induction of British-procured Jaguar aircraft in the 1980s, the Indian air force developed a brief study in which it weighed the possibility of attacking Pakistan’s nuclear facilities at Kahuta. The objective of the study was to neutralize the threat posed by Pakistan through a direct attack on its nuclear facilities. Prime Minister Gandhi, however, did not support any preventive war plans, owing to fears that a Pakistani attack on Indian facilities would prove very costly for India. Yet, Gandhi kept India’s nuclear option open in fear that Pakistan would declare its nuclear weapons capability.

By 1984 the possibility of a nuclear confrontation between India and Pakistan became real when Pakistani president, Gen Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq, informed the United States that India was trying to emulate Israel’s attack upon Iraq’s Osiraq reactors with the prime intention of destroying
Pakistan’s nuclear program, an allegation that Indira Gandhi vehemently denied. Amidst such accusations, the inability of American satellites to locate two of India’s Jaguar squadrons intensified the threat of a nuclear confrontation between the two adversaries. The United States was alarmed that both countries were making public threats about going nuclear. While neither side came up with any conclusive evidence about its intentions to attack the other, this initial crisis forced India and Pakistan to seek commitments from their allies—the Soviet Union and the United States, respectively. Pakistan’s plea to the United States made India secure guarantees from the Soviets that in case of a nuclear conflict, the latter would intervene on India’s behalf. But despite fears of a nuclear war between India and Pakistan, both countries reached an accord in December 1985 in which they agreed not to attack each other’s nuclear facilities.

Tensions between India and Pakistan, however, continued after 1985. A second crisis erupted in 1986–87, popularly known as the Brasstacks crisis. What began as a routine military exercise conducted by the Indian army in 1987 contained the seeds for a nuclear confrontation with Pakistan. Under the leadership of Gen Krishnaswamy Sundarji, the Indian army launched an exercise to test the mechanization of the armed forces. The Brasstacks exercise was General Sundarji’s invention. He specifically wanted to integrate India’s special weapons, including tactical nuclear bombs, into day-to-day field maneuvers. The exercise was held in the northern Rajasthan and involved 10 divisions of the Indian army, including two strike corps and approximately 400,000 troops. But the large buildup of Indian troops along the Line of Control (LOC) set off alarm bells in Islamabad. Fearing an attack from India, Pakistan began deploying large numbers of troops along the LOC. Pakistani troops quickly moved close to the India-Pakistan border near Punjab in a dangerous maneuver that threatened to cut off communications between Kashmir and the rest of India.

During the height of the crisis, the international community became legitimately concerned about the outbreak of a nuclear war between India and Pakistan (even though, in hindsight, such fears were exaggerated). While both countries refrained from engaging in a nuclear conflict, the crisis revealed how India’s military leadership was thinking about the possible use of nuclear weapons. Anticipating Pakistani fears of a nuclear attack from India, certain sections of the Indian army felt that the military
balance had shifted in India’s favor. Moreover, the chief of army staff, General Sundarji, and other senior military officers believed that the situation was ripe to take out Pakistan in a first strike. Although India’s political leadership did not share the military’s views, Sundarji had apparently made some of the army’s sentiments clear to Defense minister Arun Singh. Sundarji had also gone a step further by taking the Indian air force into confidence about the army’s plans to divert forces to Pakistan-occupied Kashmir. Accordingly, the Indian army began to develop preventive war doctrines without complete knowledge of the civilians. Of course, on being informed about the military’s plans, there was immediate intervention from the political side. Rajiv Gandhi was particularly outraged at the way in which the Indian military had kept the civilians uninformed about their strategic plans for so long.

A third and final crisis, and perhaps the most dangerous, occurred in 1990. In the 1980s the Muslims of Indian-held Kashmir began organizing themselves against the central government in New Delhi. In 1984 the Congress Party ousted a popularly elected state government and rigged the Kashmiri state elections in 1987, creating further unrest amongst the Kashmiri youth. Towards the latter part of 1989, Pakistan conducted a large military exercise called Zarb-i-Momin. Soon after, there was a sharp increase in insurgent-related activities in the Indian state of Kashmir. Consequently, Pakistan began to extend its support to disaffected Kashmiri youth by arming and training Kashmiri Muslim terrorists. New Delhi responded by strengthening its military forces in Kashmir and Punjab, which came as another big surprise to Pakistan’s political leadership. Islamabad was apparently unclear about Indian intentions and feared that a larger number of forces deployed by New Delhi would launch an offensive operation against it. The conflict was prevented from escalating to the nuclear level through direct US intervention. William Clark, US ambassador to New Delhi, and Robert Oakley, US ambassador to Pakistan, assured the public and the international community that the military on both sides had not made any large-scale preparations for war. The Gates Mission, headed by the deputy director of the CIA, Robert Gates, marked the culmination of American efforts in resolving tensions between the two countries.

The 1990 crisis had important ramifications for Indian civil-military relations. During that crisis, India’s political leadership was alerted by the Indian military to the possibility of a nuclear attack from Pakistan.
The Indian army had expressed concerns about Pakistani intentions to explode a nuclear weapon to communicate the threat of a nuclear attack against India. To counter an imminent Pakistani attack, Indian prime minister V. P. Singh ordered a group of scientific advisors to undertake specific emergency measures. The new emergency measures included a reconsideration of India’s nuclear policy options if Pakistan “employed its nuclear power for military purposes.” Towards the end of the crisis, V. P. Singh consulted his principal secretary and noted that “the situation between India and Pakistan was scary” and that decisions “could not be left just between the Prime Minister and Scientific Advisor.” Singh was particularly concerned that in the event of a possible nuclear strike from Pakistan, “there was no formal procedure to decide who would do what.” Therefore, it was necessary for the civilians “to institutionalize it.”

Concerned by the apparent lacuna in military strategy, V. P. Singh enlisted the support of Minister of State for Defense Arun Singh, who was asked to undertake a classified review of India’s nuclear capabilities and work out the parameters of a nuclear command and control structure. Accordingly, Arun Singh set up an informal committee, which consisted of members from the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) and the Defense Research and Development Organization (DRDO). Along with the scientists, senior officials from the Indian military and bureaucracy were invited to be part of this committee. At the end of the deliberations, Arun Singh was “dismayed” to learn that the three services had little knowledge about India’s nuclear capability. Following the meeting, in an attempt to make the decision-making process transparent to both civilians and the military, he commented: “It is clear that we had to end the wink and nudge approach. When it is crunch time you just can’t ring up the Chief of Staff and say press the button. The army will not take the scientists’ word that it will work. They will want to know if they do have a usable credible deterrent. Otherwise they are likely to say buzz off. It is a significant disadvantage if you don’t have a command and control structure.” Arun Singh’s conclusion indicated a major gap between the scientific and military understanding of India’s nuclear policy and the absence of a command and control system to deal with Pakistan’s developing nuclear capability. The committee’s deliberations only helped sharpen the ongoing debate about the Indian military’s role in nuclear strategy.
The Significance of Military Expertise on Indian Nuclear Strategy

The development of Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program and a series of military encounters between India and Pakistan in the 1980s point to the emergence of a professional Indian military—a military that was seriously thinking about the strategic use of nuclear weapons. When compared to the 1970s, this shift in the Indian military’s approach to nuclear weapons and its influence on nuclear policy was nothing short of dramatic. The various crises with Pakistan had created legitimate concerns in Indian political and military circles about the possible use of nuclear weapons. The biggest push for their strategic use had come from a few senior military officers in the Indian army who were desperately trying to assert the military’s expertise in nuclear policy. This, in itself, was the beginning of a monumental change in Indian civil-military relations.

It is common knowledge that as early as 1981, India’s former chief of army staff, General Sundarji, was one of the first in the Indian army to compile two major essays calling for the introduction of nuclear weapons into the Indian military. A few years later, Sundarji explained in an interview that “throughout the 1980s, the armed forces tried to create doctrines and military formations that would meet both conventional and nuclear threats with existing hardware.” Moreover, nuclear doctrines were being developed alongside conventional doctrines. The Indian army had also acquired equipment with nuclear, biological, and chemical defense capabilities while trying “to incorporate a doctrine of denial based on an ability to disperse and concentrate quickly.” These new doctrines of mobility and mechanization, also known as RAPID doctrines, were tested in the Brasstacks exercise. For the Indian military, the creation of such doctrines had been a direct response to the Pakistani threat. In 1986, pointing to the problems emanating from Pakistan’s nuclear capability, Sundarji wrote,

There are enough indicators to suggest that Pakistan has achieved or is close to achieving nuclear weapons capability. The Indian military was gearing its organization, training and equipment in such a manner that is not only effective in conventional use but in the unlikely event of nuclear weapons being used by an adversary in the combat zone, the Indian military would limit damage both psychological and physical.

And so, under the leadership of General Sundarji, some sections of the Indian military began to think seriously about the potential use of nuclear weapons.
Besides the army, the Indian air force also took a bold initiative in developing nuclear weapons. The air force wanted a strategy that would develop a conventional offense against nuclear weapons and create a strategic air command that could effectively integrate aircraft missiles with strategic reconnaissance. Moreover, in an attempt to ward off any possible preventive attack from Pakistan and develop doctrines of denial, the Indian air force dispersed its Jaguar, MiG-23, and MiG-27 tactical strike aircraft. Evidence of such operational changes in military doctrines to deal with Pakistan’s nuclear capability supports how the Indian army and air force were thinking about the military utility of nuclear weapons. The attempt to develop sophisticated military doctrines that incorporated the use of nuclear weapons underscored a greater role for the Indian military in nuclear strategy.

From the mid-1980s, Indian military doctrine had developed a distinct shape to address Pakistan’s nuclear weapons capability, moving away from a purely conventional deterrent to “one that incorporated nuclear weapons.” Even though India lacked any sophisticated nuclear doctrine during this time, the presence of nuclear weapons was conditioning a debate in Indian civil-military relations about the effects of nuclear weapons on conventional war. The Integrated Guided Missile Development Program called for a series of missile systems to be developed over subsequent years. Even though the program was run under the auspices of the DRDO, Indian scientists had begun to tie civilian and military research together. India also adopted a deterrence policy without actually developing nuclear weapons. The new deterrence policy included concepts like “existential deterrence” and “nonweaponized deterrence.” Existential deterrence meant that while India had the capability to develop nuclear weapons, its nuclear weapons program was still rudimentary. Yet, the presence of a growing nuclear capability was sufficient to deter Pakistan or any other enemy from attacking India in the first place.

Emphasizing the impact of nuclear weapons on conventional war, General Sundarji noted that “while leaders on both sides had once viewed war as a means to achieve certain policy objectives, today, the same calculus did not apply.” While no one really knew what type of assembly system was in place, the assumption was that India had either assembled nuclear weapons or deployed nuclear weapons in the field. It is important to note here that the use of concepts such as nonweaponized deterrence or existential deterrence were important indicators of a shift in thinking about nuclear weapons.
These concepts may appear primitive compared to American doctrines of massive retaliation and flexible response, but they were significant in that Indian political leaders and the military were struggling to adopt an appropriate deterrence policy for the first time and, in doing so, were simultaneously thinking about the strategic use of nuclear weapons.

By the late 1980s and early 1990s, the threat posed by Pakistan’s nuclear arsenal and the dangers of an all-out nuclear confrontation with Pakistan had become obvious to almost everyone in Indian political and military circles (especially since both countries had already shared a series of crises). Interestingly, India’s political leadership was beginning to pay careful attention to what the military was saying with regard to the country’s nuclear options. At a seminar organized by the United Service Institute (USI) on 10 March 1990, serving and retired Indian officials from all three services, diplomats, and academics debated whether India should exercise its nuclear option. The deliberations of this meeting revealed that most senior officers were in favor of building a strong nuclear arsenal. For instance, the chief of naval staff, Admiral Nadkarni, argued that a functional nuclear policy would help offset Pakistan’s nuclear weapons capability. Nadkarni further noted that a nuclear arsenal would be cheaper to maintain than conventional forces. Underscoring concerns about Pakistan’s growing nuclear weapons capability, another senior military official, Gen V. N. Sharma, remarked that India would have “no option” but to possess “nuclear capability” if a potential hostile neighboring nation “acquired a capability to deploy nuclear weapons.” Other military officers also alerted Indian policy makers to the dangers of miscommunication and miscalculation between the two countries in a heightened nuclear environment. For instance, Lt Gen M. Thomas said that prospects of miscalculation in the ambiguous climate between India and Pakistan were of biggest concern for the military high command in India. VADM K. K. Nayar, former vice-chief of naval staff, also pointed out that Pakistan’s admission of having a capability to assemble a nuclear device “should force India to have a realistic assessment of security environment in the region.” Such statements made by all three services of the Indian military provide further evidence of a push for military doctrines that included ideas about the strategic use of nuclear weapons. But while civilians were only now beginning to pay attention to what the military was saying, the military had already taken the lead in developing India’s nuclear strategy.
It is necessary to remember that the efforts of the Indian military to influence nuclear strategy were emerging in response to a strategic vacuum driven by the absence of civilian thinking on strategic issues. Civilians in India had “not shown any professional interest in either strategy or tactics of military operations” and “one of the grave weaknesses of the Indian system was that civilians had not developed a careful understanding of military matters.”80 An Indian observer claimed that “Indian political leaders had seen nuclear weapons as a way of enhancing their own domestic standing and were always reluctant to talk about their use in military terms.”81 Similarly, “there had been no serious effort to institutionalize nuclear weapons by incorporating them into the armed forces through the development of doctrine and military organization.”82 Such statements have frequently appeared in commentaries made by Indian strategy and defense experts. All these statements, undoubtedly, point to the absence of serious political thinking on the military utility of nuclear weapons. For decades, India’s political leadership had been sending ambiguous signals to the entire world about what nuclear weapons meant for Indian security policy. They also kept the military far removed from nuclear policy due to fears that the military would become much too powerful if introduced to nuclear weapons.83 But for the Indian military, the absence of strategic thinking by India’s political leadership on such vital national security issues indicated a lack of commitment to develop serious military doctrines. Moreover, the ambiguity in civilian approaches to nuclear weapons, of course, made the Indian military disenchanted, as “they were not getting what they wanted.”84

The Indian military’s role in thinking about nuclear weapons in the 1980s and early 1990s was an attempt to fill the void created by an absence of political thinking on nuclear strategy in the 1970s. The need to fill this void had been fuelled by the nature of nuclear technology, which introduced questions about the military’s expertise in using these weapons. Samuel Huntington noted that the military has a specific domain of competence, which distinguishes it from civilian functions. This area of military competence is called “the management of violence” and is separate from the act of violence itself.85 The distinction between the military’s role in the management of violence and the military’s act of violence is critical in addressing why any professional military might want to assert its expertise in nuclear policy. The Indian military’s push for a nuclear strategy arose because of its dissatisfaction with a civilian policy that fre-
quently used the armed forces as an instrument of violence without giving it any power in the management of violence.

Huntington argued that the military can be used as a tool of political advice but “it is not a mindless tool because professional military officers possess expertise in judging the capabilities of the military instrument of power.” The nature of nuclear technology and the military functions associated with its use had introduced India’s political leadership to the importance of professional military expertise in the use of such weapons. More importantly, as civilians had thought very little about the military use of nuclear technology in the 1970s, the problem of delineating political and military functions in nuclear policy had emerged as a serious issue in Indian civil-military relations in the 1980s. As Brig Gurmeet Kanwal notes, the biggest challenge to civil-military relations was that “India first went nuclear and then began to worry about things like doctrine and strategy.”

The introduction of new weapons required new methods for the management of violence. Moreover, as Huntington underscored, while the military man is conservative in strategy, he is inclined to be open-minded and progressive with respect to new weapons. The Indian military and, more specifically, General Sundarji and other senior officers, had clearly displayed evidence of such thinking during and after the brief military encounters with Pakistan. Some observers believe that Sundarji had used the Brasstacks exercise to “judge the military’s professional competence with new weapons.” Others claim that Sundarji tried to assert his expertise only because he was obsessed with Islamabad’s nuclear weapons capability and constantly worried about Pakistan’s use of nuclear weapons in an attack on India. By the late 1980s, it had become quite clear that the short conflict-like situations with Pakistan had brought India’s political leadership face-to-face with the professional judgments of a military that was concerned about the management of conflicts in the shadow of nuclear weapons.

For the Indian military, political discussions on the command and control of nuclear weapons were a significant development in itself. To aid India’s political leadership in discussing nuclear command and control issues, senior Indian military officers like General Sundarji continued to emphasize problems with not having a sound nuclear strategy. To develop sophisticated command and control structures, Sundarji proposed the creation of a nuclear doctrine. He observed that “the lack of a nuclear doctrine in India and Pakistan was a dangerous thing. If you keep it
under wraps, you don’t know what will develop.” By the end of the 1990s crisis, Sundarji had also begun arguing for the creation of formal military doctrines which could control for possibilities of miscalculation in a war with Pakistan. To reduce the incidence of miscalculation, he suggested the adoption of a “declared” nuclear weapons posture.

Political and military statements addressing nuclear command and control operations were indicative of an emerging agreement in Indian civil-military relations on the strategic use of nuclear weapons. When the V. P. Singh government was replaced by a new Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) government, India’s political leadership began paying even greater political attention to military inputs on nuclear strategy. There is evidence to show that the BJP government supported much of what the Indian military was telling the civilians. For instance, all India secretary of the BJP, J. P. Mathur, concurred with General Sundarji’s position on nuclear weapons and believed that India “should go in for nuclear weapons by national consensus without wasting more time.” Also, in its election manifesto, the BJP proposed to arm the three services with nuclear weapons. The BJP’s affirmation of military views was a major step in the evolution of Indian political attitudes towards the military’s role in nuclear policy.

Encouraged by a change in civilian attitudes towards the military’s role in nuclear strategy, the Indian armed forces began to expand their influence on nuclear policy. In a rather significant development, the three services stepped up their programs to incorporate nuclear weapons in military strategy. By the early 1990s, the Indian navy had begun developing a nuclear submarine project commonly known as the Advanced Technology Vessel (ATV) project. VADM Premvir S. Das observes that the Indian navy’s efforts to build nuclear submarines were deemed necessary to cope with threats from Pakistan, which was rapidly modernizing its navy. A nuclear submarine project was also felt necessary to address “other burgeoning naval powers in the Indian Ocean.” By early 1997 India’s chief of naval staff, ADM Vishnu Bhagwat, ordered a “technical audit” of the ATV project. Under Bhagwat’s leadership, there emerged a committed cadre of officers who were dedicated to designing and building nuclear and diesel submarines. Reports of the Indian navy’s nuclear submarine project began appearing in various local newspapers. By late 1997, the Pioneer reported that India’s nuclear submarine project was “on the verge of a critical breakthrough, with the Prototype Testing Center (PTC) at Kalpakkam getting ready for trials.” The PTC, located within
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the Indira Gandhi Center for Atomic Research, was developed to test the submarine’s turbines and propellers. Other reports suggested the operation of similar testing facilities at Vishakhapatnam.99

With the Indian navy having taken the lead in developing a nuclear submarine project, the army and air force stepped up pressure on civilians to develop a more sophisticated nuclear arsenal. In what may have been considered a monumental move in the history of Indian civil-military relations, Prime Minister Narasimha Rao permitted the “Chiefs of Staff” targets to be assigned to the army’s Prithvi-1 (150-km range/1,000-kg payload) ballistic missiles.100 This development was extremely significant for Indian civil-military relations, as civilians were taking specific measures to assign the military an appropriate role in nuclear affairs. Amidst such instances of civil-military collaboration on nuclear policy, New Delhi decided to conduct a second set of nuclear tests in 1998. But despite ongoing political debate about the military’s role in nuclear affairs from the early 1990s, the decision to conduct nuclear tests in 1998 was made by civilians and scientists at the exclusion of the Indian military! Following a historical tradition of keeping the military subservient to civilian control, Indian political leaders appeared hesitant to seek the military’s advice on the decision to test nuclear weapons. However, India’s declared nuclear weapons status made it even more difficult for civilians to exclude the military from future decisions on nuclear strategy.

One of the major challenges for civilians in the immediate post-1998 nuclear environment was thinking about the allocation of military responsibilities in nuclear decisions. A growing debate was emerging in political, military, and academic circles about the effects of India’s declared nuclear weapons status on the military. Most scholars agreed that a declared nuclear weapons posture would make it necessary to include the military in future nuclear decisions. A senior official from the Indian navy noted that India’s overt nuclearization would bring civilians and the military closer, as the military had expressed a desire for adequate preparation time in a possible nuclear war with Pakistan.101 Former Indian ambassador to the United Nations, Arundhati Ghose, also recalls that “post 1998, civilians had brought the military much closer into the decision-making process.”102 But debates concerning the Indian military’s role in nuclear policy became even more visible after Pakistan also conducted nuclear tests in 1998 and launched a military attack on India in the summer of 1999.
Political Recommendations in Favor of Military Professionalism

The Indian nuclear tests of 1998 were immediately followed by Pakistani nuclear tests. A year after both countries became overt nuclear states, Pakistan attacked India in what became known as the Kargil war to test the Indian military's conventional strength. Pakistan's declared nuclear weapons capability, and the short duration within which it tried to test India's nuclear threshold, made the threat of a nuclear confrontation between the countries very real. While both countries avoided a nuclear confrontation, the end of the Kargil war witnessed the creation of several proposals that supported an expansion in the Indian military's war-fighting methods. A few of these proposals also addressed the Indian military's growing importance in nuclear policy.

The Kargil war was Pakistan's attempt to avenge its military reverses suffered during the 1971 war and the Siachen dispute with India. The operational planning for the Kargil war had begun soon after Gen Pervez Musharraf took over as chief of army staff in October 1998. Islamabad used the war to achieve three fundamental aims. First, the war provided Pakistan with an opportunity to internationalize the Kashmir issue. Second, Kargil was Pakistan's attempt to push infiltrators across Indian borders to keep cross-border terrorism alive. As Pakistan's extremist activities had been thwarted by the Indian army in the past, Islamabad wanted to reverse that trend. Finally, Pakistan initiated the conflict to test Indian military capability in the wake of the 1998 nuclear tests. By launching a surprise attack on India, Pakistani political leaders believed that if the Indian military could push back Pakistani forces despite facing an element of surprise, then India could defeat Pakistan anywhere.

The war, code-named Operation Vijay, was marked by three phases. The initial phase began in early May 1999, during which Indian soldiers suffered heavy casualties and most Indian military operations failed until the introduction of airpower. On receiving reliable information on the location of intruders along the Drass-Batalik-Kaksar heights, the air force was called in to launch air strikes on Pakistani positions. During the second phase of the war, the Indian army consolidated its positions, cleared the Drass heights, and launched a systematic campaign to evict the intruders. Following the Indian army's capture of the Tololing peak on 13 June 1999, the armed forces held an advantageous position vis-à-vis Pakistan. The third and final phase of the war was characterized by significant military
victories on the Indian side. The Indian army captured vital positions, such as Tiger Hills, and successfully evicted intruders from the Mushkot, Kaksar, and Turtuk sectors in Jammu and Kashmir. In the final stages of the war, Pakistan’s misadventure was stalled by speedy American intervention. In May 1999 US secretary of state Madeleine Albright and British foreign secretary Robin Cook met with India’s external affairs minister, Jaswant Singh. The UN secretary general, Kofi Annan, also held discussions with Indian and Pakistani envoys. The scenario began to improve steadily amidst frequent diplomatic activity. Hostilities ceased by early July when Pres. Bill Clinton sent the Indian and Pakistani prime ministers an official letter urging them to respect the Line of Control in Kashmir.

As the Kargil war was fought in the shadow of nuclear weapons, Indian political leaders exercised a great deal of caution in preventing the war from escalating to the nuclear level. During the course of the war, civilians made all the strategic and political decisions, while the Indian army and air force enjoyed significant autonomy in tactical operations. More importantly, Indian political leaders worked together with the military in fighting. Gen V. P. Malik observed that after the Cabinet Committee on Security met on 25 May, “the three chiefs were closely enmeshed in the political-military decision-making process.” The decision-making process was “open and direct” and “after discussions, the concerned executive authorities, including the three chiefs, received directions from the prime minister and the national security advisor, Brajesh Mishra.” In a changed nuclear environment, there emerged “an integrated approach to war management with the political, economic, media, and military aspects enmeshed together cogently.” The presence of nuclear weapons had also made the military less bashful in advising political leaders about the consequences of using airpower against Pakistan. For instance, at a public press conference in Srinagar, when Air Chief Marshal A. Y. Tipnis was asked about the utility of an air offensive, he stated that consequences of the restricted use of airpower had been made clear to the government. Such instances of civil-military collaboration on military strategy were common during the Kargil war.

The end of the Kargil war raised fundamental questions about Indian defense preparedness in a nuclear environment. In the immediate postwar period, a committee was set up to evaluate the successes and failures of the war. Their report is popularly known as the Kargil Review Committee Report (also called the Subrahmanyan Report, after its primary architect,
K. Subrahmanyam). In explaining the lessons of the Kargil war, the committee highlighted critical lapses in India’s intelligence system and structural problems in its higher defense organization. But more importantly, the Kargil report made serious recommendations supporting the Indian military’s professional role in nuclear policy.

Prior to highlighting that role, the committee suggested a serious reorganization of India’s higher defense system to allow for greater military involvement. The need to set up a national defense headquarters and a defense intelligence agency and to create the post of national security adviser was strongly emphasized. The committee further suggested that “members of the National Security Council, the senior bureaucracy servicing it and the Service Chiefs had to be continually sensitized to intelligence pertaining to national, regional and international issues.” Proposals outlining changes in India’s institutional structure of civil-military were meant to generate greater synergy between civilian and military branches and also to provide the military with a large range of options in grand strategy. The report also underscored problems in coordinating different intelligence operations within India. The committee observed that “the present structure and processes in intelligence gathering and reporting” had led to “an overload of background and unconfirmed information and inadequately assessed intelligence.” There was an absence of an institutionalized process which could allow different intelligence agencies, such as the Research and Analysis Wing (RAW), Intelligence Bureau (IB), and Border Security Forces (BSF), to interact periodically below the level of the Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC). While the JIC was doing its job as the chief custodian of intelligence, subsidiary organizations like the RAW and IB were not doing as thorough a job. A sharp disconnect between various intelligence agencies had led to faulty intelligence reports during the Kargil war. For instance, as early as 1998, the RAW had detected the presence of one additional Pakistani unit in Gultari but had failed to follow up on the lead through aerial reconnaissance flights. Moreover, as the Indian military had no shared system for exchanging intelligence information with agencies such as the JIC and RAW, the armed forces could do very little to report Pakistan’s initial incursions. As a result of these problems, an immediate upgrade in India’s intelligence services was considered crucial.

With regard to the Indian military’s professional role in nuclear strategy, the Kargil Report made a critical recommendation. It suggested that the military had to be made as well informed as its Pakistani counterpart on
nuclear policy. Committee members noted that during the Kargil war, Pakistani political leaders had been thinking very clearly about the role of nuclear weapons. The clarity in Pakistani political thought about the role of nuclear weapons was a result of strategic decisions being taken jointly by both civilians and the military. In India the military’s exclusion from nuclear policy for several decades had left it at a more disadvantaged position. Senior Indian military officers had alerted the committee to contradictory approaches taken by civilians on nuclear policy. Air Chief Marshal Mehra had observed that even though flight trials for the delivery of Indian nuclear weapons were conducted in 1990 and several political leaders from V. P. Singh to Rajiv Gandhi had sustained a nuclear weapons program, most Indian prime ministers had tried to keep the program confidential.\(^{113}\) Again, while civilians had routinely reassured the Indian public that the country’s nuclear weapons option would remain open if Pakistan developed nuclear weapons, they had said very little about what a functional nuclear weapons program would entail. In sharp contrast to the political indecisiveness displayed by Indian leaders, several Pakistani political and military leaders, such as Benazir Bhutto, Nawaz Sharif, and chief of army staff Gen Aslam Beg, had openly shared information with the public about Pakistan’s nuclear weapons capability.

Highlighting the problems in excluding the military from nuclear policy, the Kargil Report also noted that “the nuclear posture adopted by successive prime ministers had put the Indian army at a disadvantage vis-à-vis its Pakistani counterpart. While the former was in the dark about India’s nuclear capability, the latter as the custodian of Pakistani nuclear weaponry was fully aware of its own capability. Three former chiefs of army staff had expressed unhappiness about this asymmetric situation.” Moreover, the lack of an open dialogue between civilians and the military on nuclear strategy had the potential of harming the Indian military’s position in the management of nuclear weapons in the future. At the end of the Kargil war, disturbed by the political neglect of its role in the management of nuclear weapons, the Indian military had expressed its dissatisfaction for not being included in the nuclear decision-making loop. And so, to facilitate greater transparency in civil-military relations on nuclear strategy, the Kargil Report suggested the publication of a white paper on India’s nuclear weapons program.\(^{114}\)

Besides recommending the integration of the Indian armed forces in nuclear decisions, the Kargil Committee contained proposals for enhanc-
ing the military’s professional role in counterinsurgency operations. Members of the committee alerted the government to the inherent defects of using the military as a police force in such operations. In its recommendations, the committee noted that heavy involvement of the Indian army in counterinsurgency operations had affected its military preparedness in defending the country against external aggression. The committee further noted that such a situation had arisen because successive governments had not developed a long-term strategy to deal with insurgency. Members of the committee feared that the military’s prolonged deployment in counterinsurgency operations would not only impede its training program in the future but could also lead to a military mind-set that detracted from its primary function of fighting wars. The Ministry of Home Affairs, state governments, and paramilitary forces had also frequently assumed that “the military would always be available to combat insurgency.” In addition, law enforcement agencies such as the Indian Paramilitary and Central Police Forces had not been adequately trained to deal with counterinsurgency operations. This led to an increased dependence on the military and “transformed it into an ordinary police force.” The Kargil Report suggested that to strengthen the military’s professional role, civilians would need to use the military in fighting conventional wars only.

The Kargil Committee’s recommendations outlining a professional role for the Indian military in future wars with Pakistan were an important development in Indian civil-military relations. But just as India’s political leadership began to follow through with the committee’s recommendations, Pakistani terrorists launched a second attack on India in 2001–02, threatening the outbreak of yet another nuclear crisis in the subcontinent.

The Military’s Critique of Political Objectives in a Conflict with Pakistan

On 13 December 2001, six individuals affiliated with a Pakistani militant organization, Lashkar-e-Taiba, attacked the Indian Parliament. The ensuing battle between assailants and Indian security forces claimed the lives of all six attackers and eight members of the Indian security forces. To prevent Pakistan from waging future attacks of a similar kind, the Indian military undertook a large-scale mobilization of its troops along the LOC. The Indian military response to Pakistan’s brazen attack is popularly known as Operation Parakram. In response to the buildup of Indian military
forces along the LOC, Pakistan announced to the world that its medium-range nuclear missiles were on high alert. As the situation contained the possibility of a nuclear crisis between India and Pakistan, American officials intervened to alleviate Indian fears of a Pakistani nuclear strike. But despite American intervention, New Delhi maintained a deployed state of readiness along its borders, claiming that Pakistan had done little to eradicate militancy in the subcontinent. The Indian military also remained resolute in its strategy against Pakistan. Chief of army staff, General Padmanabhan, noted that “any country that was mad enough to initiate a nuclear strike against India would be punished severely.” Despite Pakistani president Gen Pervez Musharraf’s assurances to end militancy, New Delhi maintained a posture of force and even went to the extent of testing a missile capable of delivering a nuclear warhead. On 14 May 2002, Pakistan launched a second set of attacks on an Indian army base in Kaluchek, Jammu and Kashmir. This attack killed over 30 innocent civilians. To make matters worse, a prominent Kashmiri separatist leader, Abdul Ghani Lone, was assassinated. By the end of May 2002, war appeared imminent, and Indian troop deployments were strengthened along the border. The United States exerted diplomatic pressure on both India and Pakistan to end hostilities. By June 2002, there was a reduction in hostilities, and by October 2002, the crisis was finally over.

India’s military encounter with Pakistan in 2001–02 had significant ramifications for civil-military relations. The crisis generated robust military responses from the Indian army. More importantly, during the crisis, the Indian military had become disappointed with political objectives. The Indian armed forces believed that there was a complete mismatch between strategic and tactical goals. The military underlined three basic problems with political decisions during the crisis. First, they disagreed with civilians over adopting a defensive military posture against Pakistan. Second, New Delhi’s indefinite stance on war objectives had significantly undermined Indian military operations. And, third, they were unhappy with civilians for blaming the Indian armed forces for a slow response in fighting the militants.

Defending the military’s position, chief of army staff, General Padmanabhan noted that the Indian military’s slow response during the crisis was a direct result of civilian indecisiveness rather than military unpreparedness. Reporting on poor civilian directions during the crisis, Padmanabhan argued that “significant military gains could have been achieved in January
2002 had politicians made the decision to go to war.” These objectives, he says, could have included “degradation of the other force, and perhaps the capture of disputed territory in Jammu and Kashmir. They were more achievable in January, less achievable in February, and even less achievable in March. By then, the balance of forces had gradually changed.” Also, when Pakistan launched its attack on the Indian Parliament, the Indian army’s strike formations were in garrison and very little could have been done to mobilize large military forces across the LOC. General Padmanabhan argued that political strategies against Pakistan were faulty, as the type of limited strikes civilians were pushing for would have been “totally futile.” Addressing the military’s hesitancy in applying limited war objectives, Padmanabhan stated that “if you really want to punish someone for something very terrible he has done, you smash him. You destroy his weapons and capture his territory. War is a serious business and you don’t go in just like that.”

General Padmanabhan’s criticism of civilian strategy during the crisis and similar sentiments expressed by serving and retired officers suggest that the biggest challenge for the Indian military was that India’s political leadership had no clear plan on how to respond to a terrorist attack from Pakistan. Civilians did not clearly understand the range of military options available or their potential consequences. On the military side, the crisis highlighted the need for a military doctrine, which could go beyond just fighting a limited war. Pakistan’s brazen and unpredictable attack on India had proven that a defense-oriented approach towards the enemy would be an ineffective military strategy in the long run. The Indian military was also concerned about the human cost of war. Political directives had resulted in a large number of military deaths. The Indian army had lost more men in Operation Parakram than in the Kargil conflict. During Operation Vijay (code name for the Kargil war), 527 soldiers lost their lives. During Operation Parakram, more than 680 were killed. Over 100 soldiers died while laying nearly a million mines near the border, and as many as 110 soldiers died in road accidents. Despite such alarming statistics, the Indian government was unwilling to concede the extent of casualties. In fact, the government had projected the military operation as bloodless, even though casualty figures suggested that the conflict had a human cost.

Padmanabhan’s criticisms of political objectives during the 2001–02 crisis were a way of asserting the military’s expertise in adopting a more
suitable military strategy against Pakistan. The significance of military expertise can be understood by looking at recent events in American civil-military relations in the war on Iraq. Until recently, serving officers in the US military had been cautious in criticizing the Bush administration’s military policies in Iraq. But as the situation worsened, with mounting casualties on the American side, serving and retired generals began to discuss war objectives more openly. On 12 October 2006, the media reported that the former commander in Iraq, retired general Ricardo Sanchez, criticized the Bush administration’s Iraq policy, calling it a “nightmare.”124 The US military’s criticism of political objectives in the Iraq war further intensified after General Petraeus’ testimony to the Senate Armed Services Committee in 2007. In his testimony, Petraeus described some of the major problems facing the US military in Iraq and expressed disappointment in the lack of progress toward political reconciliation there. In a letter addressed to his troops, Petraeus emphasized that although violence has diminished, “it has not worked out as we had hoped.”125

A careful reading of military responses to political objectives in India and the United States suggests that the biggest concern for any professional military is to find appropriate methods that can match military objectives to political decisions. Civilian policies that do not reflect military objectives adequately tend to compromise the military’s professional expertise. Unless civilians can find ways to match military objectives with strategic policy, the military will continue to remain critical of civilian policies. And, in an effort to introduce favorable civilian approaches to military strategy, the military uses a crisis or war to criticize political decisions publicly. By doing this, it tries to transform civilian policy without overtly challenging civilian orders. The 2001–02 India-Pakistan crisis revealed to the Indian military the ineffectiveness of pursuing limited-war objectives against Pakistan. In thinking about military responses to deal with a nuclear Pakistan, the Indian armed forces began taking a leading role in formulating new strategic doctrines, which would privilege an offensive military strategy against Pakistan in future crises.

The Indian Military’s Role in the Development of Strategic Doctrines

The Indian military’s push for new strategic doctrines has to be understood in the light of certain events in Indian civil-military relations. On
24 January 2000, in an inaugural address to the Second International Conference on Asian Security in the 21st Century, Indian defense minister George Fernandes introduced the Limited War Doctrine. Fernandes declared that the Kargil war was proof of India’s ability to fight and win a limited war at a time and place chosen by the aggressor. While the main tenets of a limited-war doctrine remained unclear, Fernandes’ statements had generated further thinking in strategic and military circles about the impact of nuclear weapons on conventional wars. Questions about the manner in which Indian military doctrines had to be tailored to deal with low-intensity conflicts and the Indian military’s role in such operations attained an important place in Indian strategic debates. As Swaran Singh notes, the creation of a limited-war doctrine required sophisticated force structures that could address the entire gamut of contingencies, ranging from a controlled nuclear war to maintaining civil defense awareness in suspected target locations. And to deal with various types of aggression—nuclear, conventional, military, and subconventional—the Indian army would have to develop better war-fighting techniques.

At the end of the Kargil war, India’s political leadership produced a formal nuclear doctrine, which discussed the major features of its nuclear capabilities. The doctrine was not very detailed but did contain some essential features. It enumerated a policy of minimum nuclear deterrence and no-first-use. The nuclear command and control system would consist of a mix of land-based, maritime, and air capabilities. Additional guidelines published in 2003 indicated that nuclear weapons could be used to deter or retaliate against the use of biological or chemical weapons. While the doctrine established a framework for Indian nuclear policy, most scholars seem to agree that it was rather minimalist. In other words, sections of the doctrine were ambiguous, and there was no detailed analysis of how civilians and the military would work together on nuclear decisions. Even though the nuclear doctrine lacked explicit references about the role of the military in future nuclear operations, civilian attempts to set up a command and control system marked a crucial step forward in the military’s inclusion in nuclear strategy. Discussing the importance of the Indian military in nuclear operations, Arundhati Ghose remarked that “even on the definition of ‘minimum’ credible deterrent, civilians would need the military to come into the picture. Also, the military would insist on missiles being tested before they were willing to absorb such weapons.
into their arsenal. Hence, the real change in civil-military relations was on the nuclear side.”

For the military, the publication of an Indian nuclear doctrine demanded some serious thinking about deterrence strategies against Pakistan. Interestingly, the India-Pakistan conflicts of 1999 and 2002 had confirmed that the presence of nuclear weapons was making it harder to achieve political and military stability in the subcontinent. The Kargil war had demonstrated the failure of deterrence at the level of low-intensity conflicts because the presence of nuclear weapons had encouraged conflict below the level of nuclear and conventional confrontation. While the existence of nuclear weapons had prevented total war, stability had been undermined by the possibility of subconventional conflicts or proxy wars. Some Indian experts also argued that post-weaponization military stability had not been assured in South Asia, because the presence of nuclear weapons had created possible scenarios for miscalculation and misperception of enemy responses. And so, India’s declared nuclear weapons status had created conditions for greater civil-military collaboration in keeping future military operations at the low-intensity level. When asked about the effect of nuclear weapons on Indian civil-military relations, Gen V. R. Raghavan noted that “India’s no-first-use doctrine would deter civilians from using these weapons in conflicts with Pakistan but this does not mean that the military had not thought seriously enough about fighting with nuclear weapons.” Raghavan’s statement suggests that in the aftermath of India’s overt nuclearization and subsequent conflicts with Pakistan, the importance of structured thinking in conducting future wars with Pakistan had become extremely critical. And more importantly, the Indian military was emerging as an important player in nuclear strategy.

The turn of the century witnessed the Indian military’s growing influence on creating sophisticated doctrines in a war with Pakistan. The 2001–02 encounters with Pakistan had left the armed forces extremely skeptical of limited-war objectives. The end of the crisis witnessed the Indian military’s efforts in developing doctrines which would be a more appropriate fit against a nuclear Pakistan. Accordingly, on 28 April 2004, the Indian army officially introduced the Cold Start Doctrine. This new doctrine called for a “rapid deployment of integrated battle groups to conduct high-intensity offensive operations.” The doctrine was the brainchild of senior military officers, such as General Padmanabhan, who wanted the Indian military to adopt a blitzkrieg-like strategy in future operations that included all three services.
While details of this doctrine remain classified, such doctrines had been used in NATO operations and included integrated groups in offensive military operations at the highest levels. As part of this new strategy, the Indian military would have to undertake offensive military operations at the very outset of hostilities, short of a nuclear war. The objective of such a strategy was to prevent Pakistan or any other hostile South Asian state from counting on intervention by their external allies. Battle groups at various levels would be “task oriented in terms of varying composition of armor and infantry elements with integrated attack helicopters of the Army Aviation and the Air Force having close support from ground-attack Air Force squadrons.” Battle groups could be used individually for limited operations or in conjunction with operations on a larger scale.

The Cold Start Doctrine was certainly different from previous Indian military doctrines, as “a decisive military victory was no longer held as the only goal of any war against Pakistan.” The purpose of this doctrine “was to increase the range of options available to India for fighting and winning a war against Pakistan by moving away from an all-or-nothing strategy.” The Indian military’s preference for an offensive posture also implied that military intervention or preemptive strikes would now be considered legitimate options in South Asia. To determine the effectiveness of this new strategy, the Indian army tested the Cold Start Doctrine in various military exercises. In early May 2005, the Indian army conducted an exercise called Vajra Shakti. This exercise involved the use of an infantry division and an independent mechanized brigade of II Corps, along with associated armored elements integral to the corps, to initiate offensive strikes at the outbreak of future hostilities. A year after conducting this military exercise, the Indian army retested its Cold Start Doctrine in the summer of 2006. The second military exercise, code-named Sanghe-Shakti, not only tested the feasibility of the new doctrine but also the military’s capacity to respond to a nuclear, biological, or chemical attack. Twenty thousand troops together with the Indian air force concluded the week-long exercise approximately 100 kilometers from the Indian border. At the end of the exercise, Lt Gen Daulat Shekhawat, commander of the elite II Corps (one of three key strike formations of the Indian army), reported that there was room for a swift strike in case of a nuclear attack from Pakistan and that the exercise had validated the new military doctrine. Senior military officials, including chief of army staff Gen J. J. Singh, were jubilant at the integration which had been achieved between ground troops and
the air force through the conduct of this exercise. Exercise Sanghe-Shakti appeared to have achieved its objective of making all three services work together in the fulfillment of a doctrine that required a “quick response” against the enemy.

Interestingly, the impact of new strategic doctrines on Indian civil-military relations has been largely ignored in Indian literature on the subject. Few Indian observers have paid attention to the implication of such new doctrines for civil-military relations. While some scholars have discussed the significance of the Cold Start Doctrine in terms of Indian responses to a Pakistani attack on India, other observers have focused on the merits of using a defense-oriented corps (better known as “Pivot Corps”) to launch offensive operations into enemy territory—a technique which, they argue, can be successfully employed by other strike formations.142 Yet, no one has tried to clarify what an offensive military strategy would mean for Indian civil-military relations.

The creation of the Cold Start Doctrine undoubtedly carries significant implications for Indian civil-military relations. First, a military doctrine which gives primacy to an offensive strategy reflects the military’s desire to disassociate itself from defensive military strategies used in the past. Scholars argue that for several decades, the Indian military had subscribed to a defensive war strategy at the behest of political directives. India’s political leadership had always displayed a lack of political will in developing military power in accordance with the country’s national security interests.143 By developing new doctrines, the military was not only trying to break away from antiquated military strategies but was also displaying the seriousness in taking effective steps against any future attacks from Pakistan. Underlining the importance of the military’s role in developing such new doctrines, Indian nuclear expert and member of the NSAB, Bharat Karnad, notes that “it is only now that the military is getting into nuclear matters.” This is an exciting time in Indian civil-military relations as the “military is trying to define a role for itself. . . . From the 1990s, the Indian army had talked about the space for conventional war in a nuclear environment. And if the military was going to start a conventional war, the Cold Start Doctrine was a way of telling the government to start thinking beforehand.”144 Indeed, the military’s attempt to develop new doctrines was a way of asserting their professional judgment and expertise in strategic affairs.

A second implication of the push for new strategic doctrines is the shift from a clear separation in civil-military responsibilities to a convergence
in civil-military functions. Charles Moskos noted that a convergence in civil-military functions is often the direct consequence of changes induced by sophisticated weapons systems. The American experience with nuclear technology indicates that the presence of nuclear weapons gave rise “not just to a need for technical proficiency but also for men trained in modern and managerial skills.”\textsuperscript{145} As the United States developed a sophisticated nuclear weapons arsenal, the military began playing a major role in the management of such weapons. Moreover, the possible use of nuclear weapons in a war with the Soviet Union introduced fundamental changes in the nature of US warfare. Various strategic doctrines began to be built around deterrence theory. While nuclear capability was the bedrock of deterrence strategies, “to be effective, the American military had to exhibit a capability and credibility in pursuing policies other than nuclear war.” The need to make the threat of a nuclear war credible consequently introduced a complex dynamic in US civil-military relations as American political leaders had to work together with the military in the fulfillment of political objectives.\textsuperscript{146} More importantly, besides fighting a nuclear war, an effective deterrence strategy also required the US military to be trained in a variety of nonnuclear conflicts that demanded further civil-military collaboration. Thus, in the United States, the presence of nuclear weapons produced a convergence in civil-military functions and raised serious questions about the blurring in the division of labor between civil-military domains.

In the Indian case, military encounters with Pakistan from the 1980s had always contained a possibility for escalation to the nuclear level. By the late 1990s, new military doctrines which could include the strategic use of nuclear weapons in a war with Pakistan had become extremely critical. But, the introduction of new strategic doctrines also required a more careful review of civil-military objectives. Offensive military doctrines demand a structured and speedy political decision-making process with sophisticated crisis-management procedures so that military operations remain unrestricted and the element of surprise, vital to such doctrines, is not lost.\textsuperscript{147} Accordingly, in any future war or crisis, the Indian army’s offensive operations would require regular and unrestricted civil-military collaboration on collection, collation, and assessment of enemy information. This, of course, will integrate the military more deeply into the political decision-making process. Instead of working separately, the military can help civilians execute a successful offensive strategy.
As the American case demonstrates, the possibility for a convergence in civil-military functions significantly undermines the division of labor between civilians and the military. The success of the Indian military in the development of new doctrines in the future will depend on the Indian political leadership’s willingness to accept such new doctrines. For civilians, the introduction of offense-oriented military doctrines could very well open up possibilities for a reduction in the effectiveness of civilian control. Given the “quick response time” needed as part of this strategy, combat commanders would have to exercise far greater freedom for independent initiative than would be deemed acceptable by the civilians. More importantly, to make the new doctrine functional without compromising civilian control, there would be a greater need to develop institutions which support a rapid response doctrine. India’s command and control system would also have to be sophisticated enough to withstand an increase in decision-making activity generated by the nature of intense combat operations. The biggest challenge for civilians in accepting new military doctrines is the likelihood of a convergence in civil-military functions. As long as there exists a possibility for future wars with Pakistan in the shadow of nuclear weapons, a clear separation in civil-military functions might be impossible to achieve.
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